Diary of a Madman and Other Stories
Nikolai Gogol
Hailed through Nabokov as "the maximum artist that Russia has but produced," Nikolai Gogol
(1809-1852) left his mark as a playwright, novelist, and author of brief stories. Gogol's works
stay well-liked by either writers and readers, who prize his originality, innovative gifts, and sheer
exuberance.This assortment bargains a good advent to the author's works. beginning a door to
his strange global of large comedy, fantasy, and social commentary, the identify tale portrays a
petty official's psychological disintegration as he struggles for the eye of the lady he loves. Set
throughout the repressive rule of Nicholas I, it satirizes the bureaucratic excesses of the era.
extra stories comprise "The Nevski Prospect," a portrayal of the feverish speed of St.
Petersburg road life, and "The Portrait," a gripping depiction of a soul's perdition.
(This overview is of the 1972 Penguin edition, usually reprinted, and translated by way of
Ronald Wilks.) the 1st half the nineteenth century in Russia produced many nice authors
(including a few of my all-time favorites: Pushkin, Lermontov, Turgenev) yet none with extra
sheer Diary of a Madman and Other Stories inventive genius or a better experience of the
tragicomic absurdity of lifestyles as Gogol. This brief quantity reprints 5 of his best: 3 from his
cycle of St Petersburg tales and set in his local rural Ukraine.In his quite often invaluable
(though spoiler-filled) introduction, Wilks tells us approximately Gogol's impressions on leaving
his local Ukraine for the good urban of Petersburg. Gogol wrote to Pushkin: 'Petersburg isn't
really part what I anticipated -- I had considered it as even more beautiful, magnificent, and it
sort of feels humans were spreading fake rumors approximately it . . . the folk look extra useless
than alive . . . everyone seems to be drowned by means of the trivial, meaningless labors at
which he spends his life.' those petty civil servants engaged in meaningless pursuits, with trivial
ambitions, are on the center of the 1st 3 -- and most sensible -- tales during this collection. In
'Diary of a Madman', the hero is a low-level civil Diary of a Madman and Other Stories servant in
his 40s who has fallen in love with the boss's daughter. His Diary of a Madman and Other
Stories obsession over her is recorded in Diary of a Madman and Other Stories his diary and
results in madness; alongside the way, numerous funny incidents occur, akin to whilst he
believes her puppy is writing gossiping letters approximately him and he attempts to scouse
borrow them. 'The Nose' is an absurdist masterpiece. The again conceal reproduction compares
Gogol to Sterne, yet in 'The Nose', he is a hundred years prior to his time, prefiguring the
tragicomic absurdities of writers like Kafka and Daniil Kharms and the works of the French
Surrealists. In 'The Nose', one other Petersburg civil servant, a useless guy with goals to
marrying a wealthy girl and gaining advertising within the ranks, wakes up in the future to
discover his nostril is gone. notwithstanding quite a few ridiculous factors are proffered and
rejected, the lack of his nostril is rarely defined -- it truly is simply gone, and his face is sort of a
smooth, flat pancake the place the nostril must have been. while he sees his nose, touring Diary
of a Madman and Other Stories round Petersburg in an overcoat and pretending to be a highranking official, the absurdity relatively kicks in, because Diary of a Madman and Other Stories
the hero pursues numerous idiotic schemes to aim to capture the nostril and reattach it. The 3rd
Petersburg tale, 'The Overcoat', the advent claims, is among the most interesting brief tales
ever written. it's the story of one other clerk, a complete nonentity, the laughingstock of his

workplace, whose simply excitement in existence is copying out meaningless documents. His
overcoat is so previous and threadbare that it's a operating funny story within the office, and it
really is inadequate to maintain him hot within the brutal St Petersburg winters. He resolves to
avoid wasting eighty rubles to shop for a Diary of a Madman and Other Stories brand new
overcoat, yet even though it sort of feels the attractive new coat will convey him happiness and
make him much less ridiculous, the tale takes an unforeseen and tragic turn.The ultimate
stories, 'How Ivan Ivanovich Quarreled with Ivan Nikiforovich' and 'Ivan Fyodorovich Shponka
and his Aunt', are a laugh yet slight. either belong to his sketches of Ukrainian life. within the
first, previous pals have a falling-out whilst one refers back to the different as a goose. The
angry guy makes an attempt to get his revenge, which units off a vicious cycle among the 2 with
a generally absurd and tragic result. within the ultimate story, a tender guy falls sufferer to his
domineering aunt's efforts to get him to marry.Overall, a pleasant assortment via a superb
writer, and the interpretation is healthier than so much of these one unearths of Gogol's works.
in simple terms four stars rather than 5, because the assortment is sort of narrow and omits a
few of his different vital tales, and it additionally can have stood to have a couple of extra
explanatory notes.
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